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1 Now turn to part 2 Look for the red circle

This report is about the Avenues to Challenge Project. You can listen

to it on CD and look at this report at the same time.

This is called part 1

There are 17 parts altogether and each part in the report has a coloured

circle or square at the top of the page. At the end of each page we will

tell you to turn to the next page and tell you what coloured shape you

should see.

This is part 1
Introduction1
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This report tells you about the work that The Avenues Trust did looking

into people with learning disabilities and challenging behaviour having

homes of their own. 

We called this work Avenues to Challenge.

There were 2 parts to the work;

One part was to look at the people from West Kent. That means the

areas around Tunbridge Wells, Tonbridge, Sevenoaks, Swanley and

Maidstone. We looked at how many people there were that either live in

these areas or used to live in these areas that may want to have a home

of their own and tell everyone about what would need to happen to

make sure that people were helped in the best way. 

The other part was to help some people who are living in a residential

home to get flats of their own. We found out that they could not live in

houses by themselves as they would get lonely. Each person needed to

have a flat of their own but all be in the same building so they could be

together if they wanted to. 

This is part 2
The Avenues to Challenge Project2
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Each person will still get staff help everyday for as much time as 

they need. Their lives will be better because they can have their own

space and staff who help just them. If challenging behaviour happens

they will not bother the other people and the staff will be able to help

them better.

We started the work in August 2004. The money that paid for the project

came from the Kent Learning Disability Development Fund.

This report will tell you about all the areas that we looked at to make

sure that people living in their own flats would be helped properly.



The Project Team were

If you want to know about any of the work that we did 

then you can talk to Caroline by telephoning 01843 231760

Or write to her at:

75a Canterbury Road, Margate, Kent CT9 5AS

Or you can email Caroline at:

Caroline.fleming@theavenuestrust.co.uk

And you can also look at The Avenues Trust website 

and click on ‘Avenues to Challenge’

Now turn to part 4 Look for the green circle4

This is part 3
Contact Details

Amanda Aldridge Andrea Wiggins Caroline Fleming
Project Manager 
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The Avenues to Challenge Project has had the help of a group of people

that we called the Advisory Group.

The Advisory Group was made up of people from Social Services, Health,

staff from the residential home, the father of one of the people who lives

in the residential home and the Project Manager.

The group met every 2 months to hear how the project was going and

offer help where they could. 

Now turn to part 5 Look for the yellow circle5

This is part 4
Advisory Group4
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We have tried to find out how many people in Kent need a different 

kind of service now and how many people will need one in the future.

We found this out by looking at the ‘Valuing People’ White Paper and

information written by Maurice Harker regarding the housing needs of

people with learning disabilities in Kent. We also talked to The Parents

Consortium who keep the Children’s Disability Register.

This is part 5
How many people need a different
kind of service?

Avenues to Challenge have been told about 39 people who

may want to live in their own home.

5
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There are around 200 people who are living out of Kent who

need a special kind of service.

And over 200 children who will need a special kind 

of service in the future.



This is where people live in their own homes, not residential homes or

hospitals. They live either on their own or with family or friends. They

rent their home, buy it or sometimes have a bit of both which is called

shared ownership. Staff come in to the person’s home to give them as

much help and support as they need. This could mean all day and all

night. People can organise their lives how they want and have a life like

most other people have. 

Lots of people agree that people who have challenging behaviour, will

live much better like this as their home can be organised to suit them. It

also gives them much more security, because if the help and support that

they get from the staff is not working then they do not have to move out

– it is the staff who change.  

People who live in a Supported Living arrangement are able to get more

money for themselves because they can get more benefits and other

money to help them live like this.   

Now turn to part 7 Look for the purple circle8

This is part 6
Supported Living6



When we talked about people with learning disabilities moving into their

own homes, we kept being asked about how much money it would cost

and if it would cost more than a person living in a residential home. 

We did some sums and worked out that it did not cost more, it was

about the same, even though people living in their own homes might

need more staff to help them. 

People who live in a Supported Living arrangement are able to get more

money for themselves because they can get more benefits and other

money to help them live like this.

Now turn to part 8 Look for the brown circle9

This is part 7
Money7



A person who wishes to have their own home and be supported to live

there may need the help of a Housing Association to find the right home.

The person and those who are helping them get a new home need to 

find a housing association which will give them what they want. This

may mean a Housing Association that can help them with special

housing or buying part of the new home. The housing association will

need to understand that the person may have certain needs.

There are lots of Housing Associations to choose from but you must take

lots of time to find the right one. 

Now turn to part 9  Look for the grey circle10

This is part 8
Housing Partners8



We have found out about the best ways to support people who have

challenging behaviour. 

We must help people;

• With person centred planning

• With getting involved in the things that happen in their homes

• With learning new skills

• With the way that they communicate

• If they need support with autism

• If they need help with their behaviour like making changes in their

home or getting staff special training

Now turn to part 10 Look for the pink circle11

This is part 9
The Best Way to Support People9



We looked at what staff needed to help them support people who have

challenging behaviour so that they can do a better job and stay around

for longer. We found this out by talking to staff and managers and

looking at studies that people had done.

From this we found out that staff need;

• To meet quite a lot to talk to their manager and the other people they

work with

• To have good training

• To know that there is somebody that they can telephone when the

manager is not around

• To be able to talk to a counsellor if they want

• To have clear rules to follow

• To know that managers will be around a lot

Now turn to part 11 Look for the black circle12

This is part 10
Staff Support10
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We have been looking at the training that staff who work with people

with challenging behaviour need so that they can help and support

people the best they can. We found out that there is some training that

staff must have like first aid and fire training. 

We also found out that staff should have other training like learning

about people’s autism and the ways that they communicate.

The managers of the staff should learn all about challenging behaviour

and get a qualification so that they can support and teach the staff.

Now turn to part 12 Look for the red square

This is part 11
Training and Qualifications11
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We have looked at the things to think about when designing a home 

for a person who has challenging behaviour. This needs to happen when

building a new home and also if you need to change a building that is

already there. 

You must make sure that a person’s home will be right for them now. 

You must also think about what they might need in a few years time. 

Things to think about are;

• The whole building

– How many rooms will be needed

– Whether a person can use stairs

– The size of the rooms

– Whether you need room for staff 

– If the building can be changed to meet the person’s needs

This is part 12
Building Design12
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• Garden area

– Is it big enough?

– Do people want their own garden or do they want to share?

– Is there space to park cars?

• The people who will live there

– Whether there is anything they need for themselves

– What flooring and wall materials are used

– Whether they need some assistive technology

There may be lots more to think about and it is always good to talk 

to lots of people to get their ideas like the person who will live there,

family, friends, staff and anybody else who knows the person well.

Now turn to part 13 Look for the blue square
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Assistive technology is equipment that can be put into a person’s home

to help them to live more independently. This kind of equipment has

usually been used by the elderly but now we think that people with

learning disabilities could use it to help them. 

Assistive technology can help people live more independently and it can

help people to be safe so that they do not have to have staff around all

of the time. 

There are different kinds of assistive technology;

• Telecare – sensors in the home are linked to a telephone or pager so

help can come when it is needed. 

• Communications – using equipment like computers to help a person

communicate with other people

• Environmental control – help in their home where a person may be

physically disabled, like with door openers or heating control

Assistive technology can be made to suit almost anyone’s needs and is

not that expensive.

This is part 13
Assistive Technology

Now turn to part 14 Look for the green square

13
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One of the areas that we looked at was the usefulness of an outreach

team for West Kent. We looked at some of the reports that had been

written by different people and thought about what we knew already and

worked out that it would be helpful to have a group of staff who could

do these things;

• Help family’s who look after people with learning disabilities and

challenging behaviour if they need to have a holiday or a day off or go

to important meetings

• Help for a short time in the family home of people with learning

disabilities and challenging behaviour if things are getting difficult

This is part 14
Outreach14
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• Help people with learning disabilities and challenging behaviour and

their family when they have to go to meetings, care reviews and

appointments

• Help young people with learning disabilities and challenging

behaviour as they are leaving school and becoming adults

• Support people with learning disabilities and challenging behaviour

when they go to do activities and other things in the community

It is hoped that sometime in the future there will be staff who can help

people in this way.

Now turn to part 15 Look for the yellow square
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Health and Social Services have been looking into whether an Intensive

Support Team could be started that could do more work with people who

have challenging behaviour.

We said we would help by looking at what other people are doing in

other parts of the country and abroad. We looked at teams in Devon,

Surrey and Australia who are all helping people in similar ways. It has

been shown that the work of these teams has been useful to people who

have challenging behaviour and has made a difference to their lives. 

We think that there should be an Intensive Support Team in Kent to do

this kind of good work. 

This is part 15
Intensive Support Team

Now turn to part 16 Look for the orange square

How can 
I help?

15
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One of the things that we had to do was to help some people with

person centred planning. This is how we helped someone called Joe…

Joe can not tell us himself about how he would like his life to be, what

makes him happy and what he wants to do. We had to find a different

way of finding this out. 

We spent time with his family and time with the staff who support him

now. We asked them about how Joe communicates, what makes him

happy and sad, how he likes things to be, what would be a good and bad

day for him and lots of stuff about his past life. 

From this we found out a lot about Joe. Then we set a date to have his

first planning meeting. We already knew that Joe would probably not

want to join us in the meeting. The staff had been getting video of Joe

doing the things that he likes. We showed this film at the start of the

meeting so that Joe was involved even if he did not come to the

meeting. This way Joe could show us what he likes even if he could 

not tell us.

This is part 16
Person Centred Planning16
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At the meeting we talked about all the things that are important to Joe

and afterwards we made a list called an ‘Action Plan’ to make sure that

we helped Joe to get more of what makes him happy in life. We all

agreed to meet every 6 months to see how the action plan was going

and carry on the planning. Everyone agreed that the planning had been a

good thing and that good things were going to happen for Joe now and

in the future!

We will keep looking at what Joe shows us and tells us through his

behaviour and make sure that we do everything we can to support him in

the way he wants. 

Now turn to part 17  Look for the purple square
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Lots of people now know about what they need to do to help people with

learning disabilities get homes of their own.

There are lots of people that want to live in their own homes and we

hope that the people who can help them like the workers in Social

Services and Health, their family and friends will do what they can to

make a difference to those people.

For the people who are still living in the residential home that was

talked about earlier – hopefully soon we will know when they can move

to their new flats. We are now starting the process for buying the land

we need to build the flats on so it shouldn’t be too much longer for 

them to wait. 

We hope that you have enjoyed reading this report and listening 

to the CD.

This is the End

This is part 17
Where have we got to?17
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